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Introduction 

FODOS (Forum for Doctoral students at UMB) is an independent and non-political interest 
organization for Ph.D. candidates receiving doctoral education at the Norwegian University 
of Life Sciences (UMB). FODOS was established February 26th 2003.The purpose of the 
Forum is to secure the interests of Ph.D. candidates at UMB. The organization handles issues 
of common interest to doctoral students as a group.  
 
FODOS primarily focuses on:  
 
- Study conditions and professional interests  
- Economic interests  
- Social benefits  
- Rights and duties at the University  
- Research ethics and issues regarding science and society  
- Social events for improved contact  
 
All registered Ph.D. candidates at UMB are de facto members of FODOS. Members are free 
to join relevant trade unions and promote doctoral issues through these forums as well. 
 

The board and other representatives  

At the Annual General Meeting held April 17th 2008, the following board members were 
elected: 
Christin Ormhaug, Noragric (leader) 
Anna Lewandowska, IPM (leader of international committee) 
Vegard Martinsen, IPM (leader of academic committee) 
Anne Strøm Prestvik, IØR (responsible for accounting) 
Maren Elise Bachke, IØR (1. deputy) 
Signe Kynding, IPM (2. deputy) 
 
Christin Ormhaug took leave in August 2008. Maren Elise Bachke and Anne Strøm Prestvik 
were abroad for study and fieldwork during fall 2008, hence the board consisted of only three 
members (2. deputy included). Since January 2009 Anne Strøm Prestvik has acted as the 
leader while Maren Elise Bachke stepped in as a regular board member. 
 
The AGM 2008 also elected the following representatives: 
FON (research committee): Vegard Martinsen, IPM 
Deputy: Helena Nordh, ILP 
 
SN (study committee): Maren Elise Bachke  
Deputy: Manju Chaudhary, IPM 
 
Ethics Council: Ingebord Pedersen, IHA 
Deputy: Øystein Jakob Bjerva, ILP 
 
The deputy for SN withdrew in August 2008 and was replaced by Helena Nordh, ILP.  
 
Eileen Nordlie has been most helpful serving as the webmaster. 
 
Each department and research institution with PhD students have their own FODOS contact 
person. There have been some changes during the year, at the time of writing the contact 
persons are (with former contact persons in brackets): 
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Bioforsk: Heidi Udnes Aamot 
Nofima (Matforsk): Anette McLeod (Bjørn Schirmer and Girum Tadesse Tessema) 
Skog og Landskap: Nadeem Yaqoob 
Noragric: Lars Kåre Grimsby (Bed Mani Dahal) 
IKBM: N.N. (Otto Ludvig Nyquist) 
IHA: Guro Vasdal (Hanne Fjerdingby) 
ILP: Helena Nordh 
IMT: Ole Mathis Opstad Kruse (Dagny Lysaker) 
INA: Terje Kristensen 
IPM: Vegard Martinsen 
IØR: Rodney Lunduka 
 
The FODOS board is grateful for the important service the contact persons have provided. 
The contact persons serve as a link between the FODOS board and committees and PhD 
students and their department. This link is critical to inform new students about FODOS and 
continuously inform all students about FODOS work. The contact persons are also helpful 
when PhD students need to sign up for social and academic events arranged by FODOS. 
 
The Election Committee has consisted of Guro Vasdal, IHA, and Rodney Lunduka, IØR. 
 
The FODOS board wishes to give thanks to all contacts, webmaster, committee members and 
others who have supported FODOS work in 2008! 
 

Activities 2008 

An activity plan for FODOS in 2008 was approved at the AGM. The board has been able to 
include most of the parts in the plan in its activities. Most of FODOS activities are recorded 
on the FODOS website.  
 

1) Board meetings 

 There have been a total of 9 board meetings, 14th May, 18th September, 6th and 20th 
November, 7th and 20th January 2008, 10th and 24th February, and 2nd March 2009. Minutes 
from all meetings are available on the FODOS website. 
 

2) Meetings with rector and the Central Administration 

The board has had two meetings with rector and the central administration, 19th August 2008 
and 12th January 2009. These meetings are important for information exchange and vital for 
FODOS to raise issues like compensation for students working for FODOS (mainly board 
members), student-supervisor relationships and other issues that concern the PhD students. 
Minutes from these meetings are available on the FODOS website.  
 

3) Revision of Regulations for the degree Philosophiae Doctor 

During 2008 there has been an extensive revision of the regulations for the Degree 
Philosophiae Dcotor (PhD) at UMB both in FON and SN. FODOS has been active 
commenting on the proposed changes. In accordance with the idea proposed by Maren and 
the suggestions from AGM 2007, FODOS proposed (SN 20.05.2008 and FON 29.05.09) a 
change in the grade requirements. We proposed B average instead of B minimum as the 
grade requirement for master courses. This means that PhD students do not have to retake 
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exams if they get a C on a course, although it is still possible. This has been accepted both in 
FON and SN. The final decision will be made in the US meeting in March 2009.  
 
FODOS agreed in rearranging some of the chapters and transform chapters into paragraphs in 
the regulations. Regarding chapter 9 of the old regulations (§10) in the revised version there 
was some disagreement within the board and between different PhD students and scientific 
staff. In order to avoid confusion about the importance of the summary part of the doctoral 
thesis, Vegard proposed in a FON meeting 27th January, to include a sentence to §10 in the 
revised version; “this part is of vital importance both for the doctoral candidate and for the 
committee’s evaluation of the work submitted” (in accordance with recommendations by the 
Norwegian Association of Higher Education Institutions 2007). Not being aware of the 
English translation and the importance of the adjective “vital”, this proposal was redrafted. 
FODOS therefore proposed a new sentence to be added; “this part should be evaluated 
according to practices at the different institutes”. However, the members of FON did not 
agree on this. In stead a different suggestion, “All parts of the doctoral thesis are of equal 
importance when evaluating the thesis” was recommended by FON. This will contribute to 
less confusion regarding the importance of the summary part of the doctoral thesis, hence we 
agreed on this.  
 

4) Compensation for FODOS work 

The need for FODOS board members to be compensated for the time they use was first raised 
on a meeting with rector and the central administration in 2007. In the meeting with rector 
and the central administration in August 2008, we were informed that from 2009, FODOS 
board members will receive compensation. In total, the board members can receive 
compensation equivalent to two and a half month of work; the leader of the board can receive 
compensation equivalent to one month of work and the other board members equivalent to 
two weeks of work. For PhD students with duty work, their respective department/institution 
will receive this compensation. PhD students employed at UMB without duty work get more 
time (one month or two weeks). PhD students on scholarships or employed at other 
institutions than UMB get at fee (cash) which from 01.01.2009 is NOK 20 000 for the leader 
or NOK 10 000 for other board members. This distribution of compensations is based on a 
suggestion made by FODOS (although the suggestion included more hours), and work as 
guidelines. That means the distribution of hours can be rearranged between the board 
members. 
 
The FODOS board is responsible for reporting hours used for FODOS work by 1st December 
each year to the Study Department. The Study Department will then pay the department or 
board member directly.  
 

5) Academic Committee 

Leader 2008: Vegard Martinsen.  
Members: FODOS board 
 
AC aims at becoming a regular meeting place for all PhD-students and play an active role in 
the democratic bodies of the Norwegian University of Life Sciences (UMB) and FODOS. 
Different types of academic issues should be discussed. The current FODOS board has 
agreed on keeping a close link between activities within the Academic and international 
committee and the FODOS board. As both the leader of the AC and IC are members of the 
FODOS board this has worked well. However, there have been no other PhD students 
participating in the AC during 2008, which “reduces” AC only to be a part of the FODOS 
board. It would be nice to have more PhD students participating in discussions regarding 
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academic issues. We therefore need more members to the committees. Using the web 
page (http://www.umb.no/fodos/article/academic-committee) has not been satisfactory to 
attract new members.  
 
As AC and FODOS have been “synonyms” in 2008, it is difficult to differentiate between 
these two bodies. We have played a role in making hearing statements on behalf of FODOS. 
Vegard is the current representative at FON (the Research committee, UMB) thus functioning 
as a direct link between the board (committee) and FON.  Maren is the current representative 
at SN (Study committee, UMB) thus functioning as a direct link between the board 
(committee) and SN.  FODOS and AC conducted a survey about duty work and 
compensation for extra work at UMB (point 14). Even though few students (only 9%) 
participated, it provides important information for further work both within the committee 
and FODOS board. The activity within the academic committee per se has not been high in 
2008. However, as an integrated unit (i.e. FODOS/AC) we have been active. See point 3, 7 
and 14 for more details. 
 

6) International Committee 

Current members of the International Committee are Anna Lewandowska-Sabat (leader of 
the committee, FODOS board member, IPM), Signe Kynding Borgen (FODOS board deputy, 
IPM), Diane Bahuaud (IHA) and Ashoka Sreedhara (IKBM). All members would like to 
continue for one more year, except for Anna who is stepping down from FODOS board. 
However, we still need PhD students to join our committee. The Committee had only 
informal meetings this year in addition to meetings with FODOS board. 
 
This year people in IC have been working on: 
Arranging social activities: 

– Skiing trip to Kongsberg on 21. February 2009 (Signe, Diane); 30 people have 
participated. 

– At last AGM there was a request for social gathering where also family where invited. 
Fodos arrange such a gathering on the 24th of June 2008. Around 30 people 
participated. Pizza was served and several type of games and activities were arranged 
(football, potetløp) (Maren).  

– Pizza meeting: 26. November ’08, 20-25 people have participated. 
– Norwegian course for foreign students: UMB is offering two courses “Norwegian as 

foreign language” accessible both for MA and PhD students this spring and three 
courses in the autumn. IC has spotlight the need of organizing such course in previous 
years.  

 

7) FON activities 

The major issue relevant for the PhD students 2008 has been the revision of the PhD 
regulations. FODOS has been involved in the hearing statements of this process and 
additionally proposed changes (point 3). At the FON meeting 24.01.08 guidelines for the 
distribution of PhD stipends was discussed. It was agreed on dividing PhD stipends financed 
by the state into tree categories; 1) PhD stipends within the budget of the different institutes, 
2) PhD stipends distributed by the institutes* and 3) PhD stipends distributed by rector* 
(*category 2 and 3 are dependent on allocation of money from the Ministry of research and 
education). Additionally at the meeting 24.01.08 the requirements for PhD supervisors was 
discussed. The main point (important for the PhD students because of an increased “pool of 
potential good supervisors”) was that it is no longer required for supervisors to be 
permanently employed at UMB. At the FON meetings 16.10.08 and 12.11.08 principles for 
distribution of PhD stipends (both quota and financed by the state) was discussed. In order to 
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encourage researchers to produce more publications, hence becoming more active and 
potentially better supervisors, it was decided to account for number of publication points in 
addition to size of permanent scientific staff, when distributing the PhD stipends. We agreed 
on this, because it will increase the possibility for PhD students to get an ‘active” and 
“attractive” supervisor. More information about the activity in FON can be obtained visiting 
the web page http://intern.umb.no/forskningsavd/artikkel/forskningsnemnda-fon.  
 

8) SN activities 

Studienemda (SN) is the political body for education at UMB. It aims at advising and 
suggesting strategic proposals to the University Board and rector regarding educational 
issues, in addition to consider issues delegated from the University Board. The main activity 
during 2008 relevant for the PhD-students was the revision of the PhD regulation, and 
particularly the issue regarding average grade of B instead of a minimum grade of B (see 
point 3). The revision of the regulation also accommodates the issue regarding the ability to 
retake the exam when a PhD-student gets a C. The exact problem was that PhD-students were 
told that they did not qualify for the retake exam as C was a passing grade, however, with the 
requirement that PhD-student needed a B or better, C was a not passing grade for PhD-
students. The regulations were originally redrafted so that PhD-students getting C or worse 
could take the retake exam, however, the final outcome is still pending.  Other issues that 
have been discussed are; evaluation of master programs, admission frames for 2008/2009, 
division of the academic year, the study regulation, the exam regulation, ethical research 
guidelines, different evaluations, administrative routines, schemes and forms. For further 
information regarding the activities of SN, please see the web page 
http://intern.umb.no/studieavd/artikkel/studienemnda. 
  

9) Ethics Council activities 

The ethics council was without a leader until September 2008, and due to this the work in the 
committee was reduced. Terje Kvilhaug is now the new leader, and in 2008 we have mainly 
worked on finishing the ethical guidelines for UMB. As a part of this work, Ingeborg 
Pedersen carried out a survey among PhD students regarding the Vancouver convention and 
guidelines for co-authorship. The purpose of the survey was to know the PhD students 
knowledge about guidelines for co-authorship, as well as real and potential conflicts that may 
arise. Only 31 PhD students replied. Most of them had never experienced any conflicts 
related to co-authorship, although the survey uncovered that there may be a need for more 
information about co-authorship and the Vancouver guidelines at the beginning of the PhD 
period.  
 

10) NOVA (The Nordic Forestry, Veterinary and Agricultural University Network)  

As usual the people representing NOVA have worked to make NOVA more visible and 
known among students and employees. The information brochure for students has been 
revised and the web pages had been updated. It has also been suggested that NOVA provide 
intensive courses at bachelor level and summer courses.  
 

11) SiN activities (Association of Doctoral Students in Norway) 

SiN has participated in a survey about PhD students working conditions in Europe. Krishna 
Raj Tiwari (IPM) represented SiN as an observer at the EURODOC conference in Friburg, 
Switzerland 2008. He shared his experience about PhD studies and job security, continuation 
of research after the PhD, and family issues, in particular changing the education situation for 
children after 4-5 years. 
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12) Fodos party with PhD students from NVH 

FODOS arranged a party Thursday 5th of March 2009 for PhD students at UMB and NVH. 
The intention of the party was to get to know other PhD-students both at UMB and at NVH, 
and to celebrate the 150 years Jubilee of the University of Life Sciences. The party took place 
at Samfunnet in Møterommet and Rosehagen and included one free drink, dinner and dessert 
for only 50 kr per student. Approximately 85 students participated at the party.  
 

13) Seminar on student-supervisor-relationship 

The relationship between the PhD student and supervisors is critical and potentially 
problematic. FODOS raised student-supervisor-relationship issues at a seminar 23rd June 
2008. After a short introduction of all participants, Kari Moxnes from the Central 
Administration at UMB held a presentation on the rights and duties of both PhD students and 
supervisor, which was followed by a discussion. Some important points that came up: 

o More information on this issue is needed, possibly through a seminar held each year 
for all new students 

o Supervisors also need to be instructed and updated on their responsibilities 
o Routines for progress reports should be improved 
o Some PhD students lack funds to invest in necessary equipment and field trips for 

their research 
o The PhD is an independent piece of work and everyone involved should be aware of 

this 
o PhD students that for some reason are unable to finish their degree, should have an 

“exit” opportunity 
 
The seminar showed that there are students who face problems with their supervisors and that 
there is a need for more information about rights and duties. This issue was raised on the 
meeting with rector and the Central Administration in August, and as a result of this, the 
short seminars called “Nice to know for PhD students and their supervisors” was arranged at 
every department in the autumn 2008.  
 

14) Survey about duty work 

In accordance with the activity plan for 2008 approved at the AGM last year, a questionnaire 
regarding amount and compensation for extra work and duty work conducted by PhD 
students at UMB was carried out by FODOS September/October 2008 (attachment 1). The 
result from the survey was used to develop guidelines was proposed at the meeting with 
rector and the central administration 12th January 2009. The administration was positive to 
our proposal, and the administration will follow up this during 2009. 
 

15) Universitetet i Agder (University in Agder) 2008 

PhD students at the University of Agder intended to establish a similar organization as 
FODOS. FODOS was invited to the first social PhD gathering at UiA September 19th 2008. 
We discussed motivational factors for PhD students volunteering for student work and 
benefits being organized. They were interested knowing more about the “prescription” 
behind the success of FODOS as a PhD organization.  
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16) Information meetings for new PhD students 

FODOS were invited to inform new PhD students about its activities in two information 
meetings. Anna Lewandowska-Sabat presented FODOS at the meeting 19th September 2008, 
and Anne Strøm Prestvik will present at the meeting 12th March 2009.   
 

Evaluation and suggestions 

There has been good communication and cooperation between the central administration at 
UMB and FODOS in 2008. FODOS has been involved in hearing statements, we got support 
for the skiing trip, the process with compensation for FODOS work has been effective and 
the administrative staff has been helpful in providing FODOS with information (e.g. data 
used in the duty work survey). The good communication and cooperation has made FODOS 
more influential regarding issues relevant for PhD students (e.g. the revision of the PhD 
regulations).  
 
During the last year, FODOS has been working on many of the issues which were on the 
activity plan. The revision of the PhD regulations has taken a lot of time, as well as the 
survey of duty work. Limited time has forced the FODOS board to prioritize some activities 
before others. One important issue that has not been prioritizes is “matpakkepenger” (own 
funds for PhD students). This issue is as relevant as before and the 2008 board strongly 
encourage the new board to look closer at this.  
 
Other suggestions for the new board are to include the contact persons at each department in 
the board on a voluntary basis. This will enhance communication and strengthen the link 
between FODOS and the individual PhD student. During the past year we have experienced 
loosing some contact persons and thereby loosing contact with the students at that 
department. A closer collaboration between the board and the contact persons may hinder this 
from happening again. The contact persons play a critical role for spreading information from 
FODOS to PhD students and may also raise issues in the board and serve as a link directly 
from students to FODOS. 
 
The representatives in SN, FON, NOVA and ethics council should also be involved in the 
FODOS board. When issues relevant to PhD students are discussed in these committees, the 
FODOS board may be a good discussion partner for the representatives. The FODOS board 
should also be informed about what is going on, especially issues that are relevant to other 
FODOS work. The representatives in SN and FON in particular should be members of the 
academic committee to ensure that they are arguing PhD students interests and giving 
FODOS a voice in these committees. The leader of the AC and the IC should be in the 
FODOS board to ensure communication between these. 
 
The international committee should change name to social committee. This is because this 
committee focuses on arranging social events and the name therefore create confusion on 
what it does. Issues that are of international character, e.g. problems that international 
students face, will still be worked on by FODOS. 
 
The web page is also an important channel of information. One member of the board should 
be responsible for always updating the web page, and also link to other useful resources, e.g. 
SN and FON. 
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Accounts 2008 

Accounts summary 2008 until 26th February 2009 
 

 Income Expenses 

Academic activities 0,00 6 261,70 

Social activities 38 988,00 56 313,68 

Travel 0,00 4 359,00 

Transaction costs and interests 410,85 26,00 

Miscellaneous 0,00 9 572,00 

   

Sum 39 398,85 76 532,38 

   

Balance   -37 133,53 

   

Bank balance 26.02.2009 89 684,03  

Bank balance 31.12.2007 126 817,56  

Changed balance -37 133,53  
 

Notes to the accounts summary 

The accounts for the last period ended 31.12.07 while the AGM was held in March. This 
means that some activities and following expenses that the last board was responsible for is in 
the accounts for this period (accounts 2008). These activities are mainly a weekend ski-trip 
which was supported from the central administration with 30 000 kr and FODOS cups which 
costed 9 463 kr. The total expense for the ski-trip was 41 821 kr and 4 500 kr was covered by 
the participants. This means that expenses amounting to ca 16 700 kr are included in the 
accounts summary but are belonging to the last period. 
 
There are also some expenses that the current board is responsible for that is not in the 
accounts summary, mainly some if the expenses for the ski-trip to Kongsberg and the party 
5th March. The extra expenses are: 
Ski-trip:  ca 20 000kr 
Party:   ca 22 000kr 
Sum:   ca 42 000kr which will be covered in the next period. The balance end up 
being around -62 000 kr for this period only, which is only 1 000 kr more than the budget for 
2008 that was approve at the AGM in 2008. 
 
Every year FODOS get 50 000 kr in support from UMB. In 2007 FODOS received 100 000 
kr, and therefore did not receive anything in 2008. 
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Budget 2009 

 
Income  
Support from UMB 50 000 
  
Expenses  
SiN Membership 2 000 
Annual General Meeting 3 000 
Social activities 20 000 
Academic seminars 18 000 
Web site/Info 2 000 
Miscellaneous  5 000 

Sum  50 000 
  
Balance 0 

 

Notes to budget 2009 

The budget includes only expenses that will start in the next period (March 2009). In reality, 
the next period will have around 42 000 kr more in expenses and the bank balance will be as 
following: 
Bank balance 26th February 2009 89 684,03 
Result next period 0 
Expenses from this period ca -42 000 
Expected bank balance when next 

period is finished ca 47 684,03 
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Activity Plan 2009  

This activity plan is for FODOS as a whole, although the specific activities may be worked 
on the committees. 
 

“Matpakke money” (PhD students own funds) 

There are different practices for the different types of PhD students according to their 
employment status (see FODOS annual report 2007) and different practises from department 
to department. Information about what funds are available to students and what these funds 
can be used for, should be clarified and possibly guide further actions to enhance PhD 
students’ access to research funds. 
 

Student-supervisor relationship seminar 

The seminar held in June 2008 showed that FODOS has a role to play in being a place where 
students can ask questions, raise concerns and share experiences about their relationships 
with supervisors. The activity plan for 2008 suggested that FODOS should work to create an 
evaluation of supervisors after a candidate’s PhD work is finished. There are also room for 
more seminars. 
 

Duty work guidelines follow-up 

The survey of duty work was followed up by suggesting some guidelines for the PhD 
students at the university with duty work. These guidelines were presented at the meeting 
with rector and the central administration in February 2009 and will be followed up by them 
as well. FODOS need to make sure that this happen, and continue to work on making the 
guidelines for duty work fair and transparent for all PhD students. 
 

Web-site 

The FODOS web site need continuous updating and be made more informative and user-
friendly. 
 

Social gatherings and trips 

FODOS should continue to arrange gatherings and trips, also for postdocs, young researchers 
and the family of PhD students. 
 

Follow up with Norwegian course for PhD students 
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Attachment 1 

Amount and compensation for extra work and duty work conducted by PhD students at 

UMB. 

 
FODOS conducted a survey regarding duty work in 2005 and 2008. Amount of hours required for duty 
work differs between the departments. Type of duty work also varies between the departments, teaching 
being most common. As far as FODOS knows there exists no general guideline regarding compensation 
for work conducted by PhD students having no compulsory duty work at UMB (i.e. quota or other 
students on a 3 year contract). FODOS does not think it is fair that the work load differs between PhD 
students (600-700 hours!). We also want to avoid that PhD students having no compulsory duty work are 
being “used” by the institutes without getting compensation.   
 
FODOS wants to propose a general guideline which states and clarifies how many hours required and what type of work to 
be recognized as duty work at UMB as a whole. Additionally a general guideline regarding compensation for work 
conducted by PhD students having no compulsory duty work should be established.  
 
Based on the two surveys and discussions within the FODOS board, we propose: 
 

1. One year of duty work (normally 25% of 4 years) corresponds to maximum 1200 registered 
hours. 

• 1200 hours is required by the majority of the institutes, including the largest.  

• PhD students are normally working more than required (figure 2, attachment 2). 

• Duty work normally involves distractions difficult to register.  

• Duty work should not remove too much focus from the research. 
2. Duty work should be documented through personal accounting as stated in the PhD handbook. 
3. Compensation for teaching: Preparing lecture should be compensated with 6 hours and 3 hours 

for group work (exercises), i.e. 50% more than the norm for professors.  

• PhD students need more time for preparation than do “established” researchers because 
of less experience and no re-use of lecture notes.  

• A norm makes the compensation for teaching more fair for everyone. 
4. Compensation for general duty work should be “hour by hour”, e.g. compensation for 

supervision of bachelor and master students.  
5. At the beginning of the PhD period there should be established a plan for the duty work. The 

institute and the supervisor are responsible informing the student about type of duty work and 
how many hours required. Once the plan has been established it is the students responsibility to 
follow up and register e.g. through a progress report.  

• Most of the students do not have any plan for type and amount of duty work during 
their studies (figure 4 and table 8, attachment 2). 

• A plan would make the duty work more effective for both the institute and the student. 
6. Duty work should consist of work resulting in a relevant work experience for PhD students. 
7. Work carried out by PhD students having no compulsory duty work should be compensated 

with an extension of the PhD period if possible (table 9, attachment 2). If not possible (e.g. due 
to visa renewal or no need), students should get paid according to valid tariff. This is in 
accordance with “Honorarsatser –sentrale styringsorgan”, kap. 4.7 i Personalhåndboken av 
010508. 

 
 
 
FODOS February 2009
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Results from the questionnaire  

“Amount and compensation for extra work and duty work conducted by PhD students at 
UMB 2008”. 
 
1. General description of the survey:  
 
A questionnaire regarding amount and compensation for extra work and duty work conducted by PhD 
students at UMB was carried out by FODOS September/October 2008 (attachment 3). All institutes 
except IMT (the FODOS contact person at IMT, Dagny Lysaker is no longer at UMB) have received the 
questionnaire.  
 
 
The following categories of PhD students were defined: 
 

1. PhD students employed for 4 years with 25 percent duty work.  
2. PhD students employed for 3 years (without duty work). 
3. PhD students financed by scholarships or other institutions (quota, NUFU etc.)  
4. PhD students working at external institutions but with a supervisor at UMB.  
5. PhD students employed for 3 years with duty work*. 

 
*The first four were defined in the questionnaire and the fifth is based on the results from the survey. 
 
Some additional information about PhD students at UMB as a whole (e.g. duty work, number of students 
etc.) is included. This information is provided by Kari Moxnes and a printout of FS 24.11.08. 
 
In total 32 PhD students replied. IPM and IHA were the institutes with most students participating. 
Students within all categories are represented (table 1).  
 
ERRATUM (12.02.09): In table 1, 2 and 9 and figure 3 and 5 “Animal and Aquacultural sciences” has 
been placed in an own category. This is just the English name of IHA, thus think of it as IHA. 
 
Table 1. Number of PhD students participating based on  
PhD category and institute.  

  
Type of PhD student 

(category 1-5): 

Department/Institute: 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Animal and Aquacultural 
sciences    1   1 

IHA   4 1 2  7 

IKBM 1  1   2 

ILP 2 1    3 

INA 2    1 3 

IPM 4 2 3   9 

IØR 2 1 1   4 

Matforsk AS, Nofima Mat   1    1 

Nofima marine   1    1 

Noragric 1         1 

Total 12 10 7 2 1 32 

 
 
 
The average student answering the survey has been a PhD student for about 1,5 year. More females than 
males replied (table 2).  
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Table 2. Average number of years of PhD studies finished based on institute and gender. Number of 
PhD students participating is indicated (n). 

  Gender      

Department/Institute: F M Not specified Total 

  Years completed (n) Years completed (n) Years completed (n) 
Years 

completed (n) 

Animal and 
Aquacultural sciences 1,0 1     1,0 1 

IHA 2,2 5 1,5 2   2,0 7 

IKBM 1,5 1 1,0 1   1,3 2 

ILP 1,3 2 1,0 1   1,2 3 

INA    1,8 3   1,8 3 

IPM 1,2 6 1,5 2 2,0 1 1,3 9 

IØR 2,1 2 2,3 2   2,2 4 
Matforsk AS, Nofima 
Mat 0,5 1     0,5 1 

Nofima marine    0,8 1   0,8 1 

Noragric     0,0 1     0,0 1 

Totalt 1,5 18 1,4 13 2,0 1 1,5 32 

 
Table 3. Nr of PhD students at the different departments  
and UMB total (per 24.11.08) and percentage of PhD  
students participating the FODOS survey.  

Institute Total 
Participating the survey 
%. 

IHA 82 9,8 

IKBM 70 2,9 

ILP 12 25,0 

IMT 38 0,0 

INA 43 7,0 

IPM 56 16,1 

IØR 34 11,8 

NOR 26 3,8 

Total 361 8,9 

 
Table 4. Nr of students having duty work at the  
different institutes per 24.11.08. 

  

Number 
having duty 
work % of all students 

IHA 26 32 

IKBM 45 64 

ILP 6 50 

IMT 25 66 

INA 23 53 

IPM 34 61 

IØR 12 35 

NOR 10 38 

Total 181 50 
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Table 5. Percentage of total time compulsory for duty work registered in FS (24/11-08). 

    

Number of students having duty work 
Percentage duty work 

   

 0 25 Total 

IHA 10 16 26 

IKBM 1 44 45 

ILP   6 6 

IMT 1 24 25 

INA 4 19 23 

IPM 3 31 34 

IØR   12 12 

NOR   10 10 

Total 19 162 181 

 
89,5% of PhD students at UMB registered with duty work have a work load of 25%! But how many 
hours are 25%? 
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Figure 1. Different types of PhD granting categories (financing codes*) at UMB (per institute) (n=361).  
*ANNET = Financing category not known (however, quota is often correct; Moxnes pers.com.).  
ARBENG = Receives salary, but not permanent position, typical project leader position.  
ARBFAST = Salary permanent position (not scholarship),”normal job” 
ARBSTIP = Scholarship from employer, not NFR.  
BEDSTIP =  Scholarship from institution which is NOT the employer 
EUSTIP = Scholarship from an European scholarship program. 
INSTIP = Scholarship from other international programs including NORAD.  
KVOTE = Quota scholarship from the Norwegian State Educational Loan Fund (Lånekassen).  
NRFSTIP = Scholarship from the research council of Norway. 
OFFSTIP = Scholarship from an administrative agency, e.g. Statens landbruksforvalting, funds.  
ORGSTIP= Scholarship from external agency, not administrative agency. Often foundations and endowments. 
UNIVSTIP= Unspecified university scholarships, used for UMB’s ”own” PhD students (Category 1, 2 and 3 students).  
Not reg.= Not registered.  

 
 
 
 

2. Question by question. 
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2a. Work load:  
 
Table 6. Number of ours required for duty work and number of hours PhD  
students think should be required for duty work (based on question 1 and 2;  
Category 1 and 5 students only).  
How many hours of 
duty work are you 
required from you? 

How many documented hours do you think 
should be required as duty work (one "normal" 
working year consists of approx. 1780 hours)? 

Department/Institute: 

1700 1150 IØR 

1700 1300 IØR 

1695   ILP 

1780 1780 ILP 

1200 1400 IPM 

1200 1100 IPM 

1200 1200 IPM 

1780 1000 IPM 

1200   INA 

1780 1780 INA 

1335 1780 INA 

1780 1780 Noragric 

1700 1100 IKBM 

 
Both type of work (figure 6) and time required for duty work (table 6) at the different departments varies.  
 
FODOS conducted a survey regarding duty work in 2005 
(http://fodos.umb.no/information/Pliktarbeid/Pliktarbeid_mai2005.pdf). The survey showed that 
amount of hours required for duty work (students within category 1) differed between the departments. 
IHA required 1100 hours and IØR 1720. The other departments required hours somewhat between this. 
The current survey does not indicate any changes of the amount of hours required for duty work 
since 2005 (table 6). It is important to recognize that the amount of hours required at the different 
institutes reported here (based on the current questionnaire) is based on what the PhD students have 
written. In 2005 FODOS asked the institute staff.  
 
It is clear that most of the PhD students would like to have a reduced number hours required for duty 
work (table 6). This may be related to the fact that most PhD students are working more than the 
required hours (Figure 2; Table 7). Reducing the compulsory work load would contribute to more time 
taking courses and for research activity.  
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Figure 2. Including all disturbances that the duty work lead to, are PhD students working more or less 
than the required hours? (based on question 5; Category 1 and 5 students only) (n=11). 
 
More than 60% of the students are working more than the required hours (Figure 2). Table 7 gives more 
detailed information about amount of hours PhD students really work. 
 
Table 7. How many hours do the PhD students really work? 

Person 
nr 

If you include all disturbances that the duty work lead to, how many hours do you really work? 

1 2040 

2   

3 1500 

4  Sikkert 1/3-1/2 ganger mer enn timene man skriver opp 

5 1200 

6 
 All hours are documented. Time on data- and project management on different projects are more difficult to 
distinguish between my PhD project and other projects I work on. 

7  Haven’t started yet. Don’t know. 

8  5-10% extra than documented. 

9  Hard to tell. Probably some more.  

10 

When I work the whole day preparing for the course, including 3 hours of exercise, I do not count the breaks, 
lunch, talking to colleagues, or for ex. reading emails in meantime. So I write 6 hrs, although I started at 8 and 
finished at 16. Although if someone is employed to do the job for e.g. 1 month, his working day with the same 
amount of work as mine will count for 8hrs.  

11  ? 

12 1200 

13  I work that many hours day as it is defined per a working day, sometimes little extra but that is not very often.  

14 
 I spend about two working days to prepare a 2 x 45 minutes lecture from scratch, but get paid only for 8 
hours.  
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2b. Documentation and planning of duty work:  
 
Most of the PhD students document their duty work through personal accounting (figure 3). Personal 
accounting implies writing down amount of hours spend on duty work to be handed in to the institute. 
Agresso includes a direct report of hours spend on duty work.  
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Figure 3. How duty work is documented per institute (based on question 3; Category 1 and 5 students 
only). Aasc* = Animal and Aquacultural sciences (this student doesn’t have compulsory duty work but is 
documenting amount of work carried out thorough personal accounting).  
 
PhD students are practicing personal accounting to keep track on amount of hours spend on duty work. 
Different types of work will be carried out as part of the duty work through out the study period. In 
order to plan the future course and research activity, a plan describing time and amount of duty work 
could be considered as a good tool. However, most of the students do not have any plan for type and 
amount of duty work during their studies (figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Number of students having a plan for the type and amount of duty work carried out during the 
studies (based on question 4; Category 1 and 5 students only). 
 
Most of the students do not have any plan for type and amount of duty work during their studies (figure 
4). The students having no such plan were asked to come up with a suggestion about a useful plan (table 
8).  
 
Table 8. Plan useful for duty work (based on question 4; Category 1 and 5 students only) Person nr. 14 
is at Animal and Aquacultural sciences and has no compulsory duty work. 

Person 
nr 

Do you have a plan for the type and amount of duty work you will do during your studies? If no, what type 
of plan would be useful? 

1 No 

2 
Nei, etter behov. Jeg mener generelt at det bør settes av en periode, f.eks. et halvt år, der stip. står til disposisjon 
for instituttet. Det blir da instituttets ansvar I disponere stipendiaten best mulig. 

3 
We do not have any plan. This has not been a problem so far, but a long term plan for the work can be useful. 
This can be good for planning other work during the semesters and plan travels to other research institutions.   

4 Fikk beskjed at eg skulle undervise, men ikke nøyaktig plan 

5 I have a self made plan, which is working so far quite well 

6 Løs plan  

7 Plan for when to teach 

8 Yes, but it is changing from year to year. 

9 Yes, I use the annual plan for work. “eget arbeid” worksheet.  

10 

No, I don’t have a plan, I was just told that I will teach and help with some courses before I started. I think it’s 
difficult to draw such plan, since it’s hard to fulfill it strictly. Some courses may change from year to year, or there 
is not always the same amount of hours you will spent preparing, so the best is to draw a brief plan, if any, and 
count hour for hour. 

11 Not a detailed plan, but know more or less what I will do. 

12 I don’t have a plan. Yes, it would be useful to make a plan in the beginning of the PhD period. 

13 No, I don’t have it.  

14 I have no plan, but my duty work is related to my PhD and I like to lecture.  

 
Question 6 regarding a factor to be multiplied by amount of hours to account for undocumented time 
spent on duty work, 4 of 6 answered “no” and 2 of 6 “yes”. It was suggested to multiply the documented 
hours with 2.  Results not shown. 
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For documentation of time spend on teaching PhD students were asked whether they would like a factor 
to be multiplied with amount of hours spend on teaching (e.g. 1 hour teaching is equivalent to 6 hours 
duty work; factor of 6) or whether they simply would like to count hour by hour (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Documentation of time spend on teaching; factor or hour by hour (n=14). Aasc* = Animal and 
Aquacultural sciences (this student doesn’t have compulsory duty work but is documenting amount of 
work carried out counting hour by hour). Based on question 7. 
 
79 % of the students want to count hour by hour spend on teaching and preparation for teaching, vs.  
21% who want to have a factor (figure 5). 
 

2c. Type of work included in duty work. 
 
Based on the FODOS survey from 2005, type of duty work included; Teaching and supervision, FODOS 
work, seminars, expedition, taking care of new students, project working (pay out by projects), 
administrative tasks within research and teaching (FU, FON, University board, study advising), work-
shops, responsibility for instruments, writing project proposals, laboratory work and administration of 
courses (http://fodos.umb.no/information/Pliktarbeid/Pliktarbeid_mai2005.pdf). There have been small 
changes in type of duty work from 2005 to 2008 (figure 6). Teaching seams to be the most normal type of 
duty work as it is conducted by 100% of the students (figure 6).   
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Figure 6. Different types of duty work carried out by 13 PhD students. The percentage does not reflect 
the real amount of time spend on the different tasks, it is just an indication of type of duty work (based 
on question 8). 
 
All the PhD students have teaching as part of their duty work (figure 6). Teaching seams to be the most 
frequently type of duty work at UMB as a whole (figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Different types of duty work* at UMB as a whole per 24/11-08 (n=181).  
 
*Not reg. = Not registered, ADM = Administrative work., ANNET = Miscellaneous, FORSK = Research , LAB = Laboratory work., 
UNDERV = Teaching, UTRED = ? 

 
On question 9 about what type of duty work PhD students think should be avoided, two main categories 
were observed; Paper/administrative work and cleaning/doing dishes (Figure 8). In general PhD students 
may be regarded as open minded towards type of duty work.  
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Figure 8. Type of duty work PhD students do NOT want to be included as part of their duty work. Based 
on question 9.  

 
 
2d. Type of compensation for extra work (i.e. NOT duty work). 
 
All PhD students were asked to comment on what type of compensation they would like to achieve for 
extra work.  According to table 9 the majority of the PhD students want to get extension of time (i.e. 
extension of PhD period) as compensation for extra work. The main argument used for this was in 
general lack of time for research and paper writing.  

 
 
Table 9. Type of compensation for extra work (based on question 10; All categories included). 

Department/Institute: 
Extension of 
time Money 

Money and extension of 
time Not replied Total 

Aasc  1   1 

IHA 6 1   7 

IKBM 2    2 

ILP 1 1 1  3 

INA 2 1   3 

IPM 3 1 3 2 9 

IØR 3   1 4 
Matforsk AS, Nofima 
Mat 1    1 

Nofima marine 1    1 

Noragric   1     1 

Totalt 19 6 4 3 32 

 
2e. Other suggestions/answers: 
 
Additional comments and suggestions regarding duty work and compensation for extra work is given in 
table 10. 
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Table 10. Remarks and suggestions by the PhD students. 

Person 

nr 

Other remarks/suggestions? 

15 
Har vært medveileder for 2 masterstudenter og undervist noen enkelttimer uten at det har 
vært diskutert om det skal føre til noe som helst, selv om det har tatt mye av min tid 

16 This should be applied as soon as possible. 

18 
The work time registration is a good opportunity to collect the extra time, including 
administration. 

19 
It should be decided what kind of work will be compensated, so everyone knows in 
advance.  

23  No 

24 

I think category one should be the only one, duty work (in controlled forms and suitable 
amounts) should be a part of a Phd due to expeience and you get more time, not in total of 
course, but a longer time span. 

32 
Despite the fact the I would like time, the reality is that time is a limited resource and by 
taking some time you are always delayed at work or in studies. 

  

Hei, Svaret kommer uansett for sent, men det kan jo være dere kan benytte det likevel. Jeg 
synes generelt ordningen med timetelling ikke er riktig. Jeg har ikke noe i mot 
dokumentasjon eller planlegging av pliktarbeidet, men nå har jeg samvittighetsfullt telt 
timer i halvannet år, og jeg ser at med dette systemet kommer jeg aldri i mål. Ved å telle 
timer for time, eller bruke normtall, fungerer stipendiaten som en konsulent ansatt på 
timebasis, alt "svinn" må tas av egen forskningstid. Forhold rundt ferie, sykdom osv. er 
heller ikke spesielt godt klarlagt. En annen sak er at prosjekttiden brytes opp. En time her, 
to timer der, hvor ble det av dagen? Nå har vi fått de sånn at en forelesningstime teller mer 
enn en veiledningstime osv, men hvis man for eksempel lager kursopplegg for helt nye 
kurs, som kanskje ender opp som etterutdanningskurs, gir ikke dette spesiell uttelling. 
Bortsett fra for instituttet som etter planen tjener en del på det. 

  

Jeg synes generelt ordningen med timetelling ikke er riktig. Jeg har ikke noe i mot 
dokumentasjon eller planlegging av pliktarbeidet, men nå har jeg samvittighetsfullt telt 
timer i halvannet år, og jeg ser at med dette systemet kommer jeg aldri i mål. Ved å telle 
timer for time, eller bruke normtall, fungerer stipendiaten som en konsulent ansatt på 
timebasis, alt "svinn" må tas av egen forskningstid. Forhold rundt ferie, sykdom osv. er 
heller ikke spesielt godt klarlagt. En annen sak er at prosjekttiden brytes opp. En time her, 
to timer der, hvor ble det av dagen? Nå har vi fått de sånn at en forelesningstime teller mer 
enn en veiledningstime osv, men hvis man for eksempel lager kursopplegg for helt nye 
kurs, som kanskje ender opp som etterutdanningskurs, gir ikke dette spesiell uttelling. 
Bortsett fra for instituttet som etter planen tjener en del på det. 

  

Jeg vil heller foreslå at stipendiaten stiller seg til disposisjon for instituttet i en eller flere 
tidsperioder av en viss varighet, for eksempel min. tre måneder som da tilsvarer et visst 
antall timer. Det blir da opp til instituttet å benytte stipendiatens kompetanse etter beste 
evne, og det forplikter stipendiaten til å stille opp i den angitte perioden.  

 
FODOS/AC December 2008-12-08  
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Questionnaire 

Amount and compensation for extra work and duty work conducted by PhD students at UMB 
2008 
 
FODOS is currently working on a proposal for a general guideline for duty work and 
compensation for extra work that PhD students do.  
 
In order to make the guidelines reflect the best interests of PhD students, we need input from YOU. The 
questionnaire will take less than 5 minutes to answer. 
 
Depending on your agreement with UMB, your scholarship and project, you will probably belong to one 
of four categories: 
 

1. PhD students employed for 4 years with 25 percent duty work.  
2. PhD students employed for 3 years (without duty work). 
3. PhD students financed by scholarships or other institutions (quota, NUFU etc.)  
4. PhD students working at external institutions but with a supervisor at UMB.  

 
The form of compensation for extra work conducted by PhD students (both students with and without 
duty work) should be clarified, i.e. whether we should get compensation in form of money or extension 
of time. If you belong to category 2-4, go directly to question 10 in the questionnaire attached. If 
you belong to category 1, continue reading.  
 
According to a survey done by FODOS in 2005, the amount of duty work (pliktarbeid) required by the 
departments at UMB varies by as much as 600 hours (whole survey here). At the low end, IHA requires 
1100 hours while IØR requires 1720. The other departments require hours somewhere between this. 
Additionally, there are large differences regarding type of duty work required.  
 
FODOS wants to propose a general guideline which states and clarifies how many hours required and 
what type of work to be recognized as duty work at UMB as a whole. Therefore, we need to know the 
type and amount (what you are currently doing or what you think should be included) of duty work you 
are required to do and how it is documented. Please proceed to the attached questionnaire. 
 
Best regards! 
 
FODOS (23/9-08) 
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Extra and duty work for PhD students at UMB 

 
Please answer electronically by attaching this document and send it to vegard.martinsen@umb.no and 
mark subject “Duty work”. Write your answers in the right column.  
 

 

Question: Answer: 

1. How many hours of duty work are you 
required from you?   

2. How many documented hours do you 
think should be required as duty work 
(one "normal" working year consists of 
approx. 1780 hours)?  

3. How do you document the duty work 
(i.e. count the hours)?   

4. Do you have a plan for the type and 
amount of duty work you will do during 
your studies? If no, what type of plan 
would be useful?  

5. If you include all disturbances that the 
duty work lead to, how many hours do 
you really work?   

6. If answer 5 differs from answer 1, do 
you think there should be a factor to 
be multiplied by amount of 
documented hours to account for 
undocumented time spent on duty 
work? Please include why and size 
of factor.  

7. To document hours used on teaching, 
would you like a norm (e.g. 1 hour of 
lecturing accounts to 3 hours of 
documented duty work) or simply 
count hour for hour used on lecturing 
and preparation?   

8. What is included in your duty work? 
  

9. What type of work do you not want to 
do as part of your duty work?   

10. What kind of compensation would you 
like to receive for extra work that you 
do (NOT duty work) (money or 
extension of time) and why? 

  
11. Other remarks/suggestions? 

   
12. Your gender (female/male): 

   
13. Department/Institute: 

   
14. Type of PhD student (category 1-4):  
15.  Years of PhD studies completed: 

  

 
 
 

 


